
Name: _____________________________________________ 

Calculate the Rainbow – Evaluating Expressions 

Separate your bag of candy into color sets designated with the following 
variables.  Record the number in each set to find the values of each 
variable. 

g = green r = red n = orange y = yellow p = purple 

g = ______ r = ______ n = ______ y = ______ p = ______ 
 

Evaluate each expression for the replacement values found above.  Show the substitution and 
work.  

r p5 + 2  (y )  6 + 5 + g  y g  3 − 5  

n 0  n2 + 3 − 1  3r )  ( + 6 − p   (4g )− 2 2  

7 n|  | − 2  2y| p  | − r  ypr ) 2pn)  ( − g + 32 + (  

 

Create two expressions of your own and have a classmate evaluate them using their data. 

  

 

Evaluate two expressions created by a classmate using your data and show all work.  

  



Name: _____________________________________________ 

1. In order to prepare for this skittle activity, the math department had to 
purchase a bag of fun sized skittles for each student.  At Gordon’s Food 
Service the fun size skittles come in a package that contains 80 individual fun 
sized skittles. Write a variable expression for the number of packages of fun 
size skittles the math department should order so each of the students has 
their own fun size bag? 

Define Variable:  

 

Write Expression:  

 

Since there are about 440 kids taking Math 7, how many packages would the 
math department need to purchase? (Evaluate your expression) 

 

 

2. When shopping around to see which store has the best deal, Amazon was 
offering the same amount of skittles as Gordon’s Food Service but it was 
$5.00 less.  The only additional cost that has to be accounted for is the $2.00 
shipping fee.  Write a variable expression for the cost of ordering the skittles 
through Amazon. 

Define Variable:  

 

Write Expression:  

 

If the cost of the Gordon’s Food Service skittles is $15, how 
much do they cost from Amazon? (Evaluate your expression)  

 


